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+++ 20mg 7/28/79 (AP 12mg) 1:05=[0:00] To verify (challenge) the Memphis negative
      experience. AP as control. First alerts ATS [:20] AP [0:38] by [1:10] up to
      barely + one. slow, quiet buildup. [1:40] to ++ [with] some (good) body
      shakes - arousal - beginning of eyes-closed reward. writing bad. [2:00 to
      4:00] full +++ - ease in early recall again - entries are such as things held
      in webbing (resolved, hair is shroud), scar tissue (unresolved, v.veins?),
      skirt-like double loops of cloth (resolved valance at Spruce St). 
      T. Mathiasen mustache, mother interaction) Pfaff (positive, basement)
      Heimisson (negative, hardwood blocks) - KTAB radio panel, brief state of
      visionless, soundless ecstasy (prenatal?) - Overall impressive authentic
      recalled state of 0-2 years of age. at [4:00] - walk around - still ~+++ 
      [5:15] distinctly dropping [6:40] eat - very hungry. AP ~++ - rich, full
      experience - no fear - at peace [with] tremor - powerful drug for recall.
      I will repeat.

+++ 16mg 9/13/80 (AP≡) 6:30PM=[0:00]  night experiment. [0:40] alert [1:00-2:00]∴
      develop smoothly, steadily, quietly to +++. [2:00-3:20] intense fantasy,
      truly "psychedelic" association with personal "God" and intensely instructive
      "near out of body". AP's white light upwards vs my brown ooze. AP's Jesus at
      bottom of ladder vs my funny gargoyles on picnic bunting. Blessings. Erotic
      almost too intense. [3:20] to kitchen 1st time. Sense of immense distance
      covered in just > 1 hr. to [4:20] - rich fantasy, easy, not directable but
      compelling. KFAX korean-radio hilarity. first urination, attempt prep pea
      soup. [6:00] some eating, perhaps microscopic drop from max intensity. [9:00]
      Into sleep, having dropped somewhat. in AM - little if any residue. Intense
      experiment - profound - appreciative of the potential dangers of
      psychological travels if allowed without self-control. As thorough and
      compelling a material as can be. No age regression this time. Seemed not to
      be needed. +++ in every sense. pushing ++++ in overall aspects. MDMA at
      [19:00] not inhibited  no lasting tolerance (cross tol.).∴

~++ 18mg 6/30/82 (AP≡) 4:07PM [:45] aware develop to 1 1/2+(ATS), >2+ (AP) by
      [2:00] [3] stuck [5:15] much dropped - ATS certainly compromised by DOI->LSD
      @ -[48] this chase [with] LSD; compromised again. Rest a while.

+++ 20mg 12/27/82 (AP≡). Reconstruct [with] notes. 6:45PM=[0:00] alert at ~[:40],
      to + or more at [1:] - full +++ by [2:] - considerable fantasy, much
      enjoyment, to music - excellent erotic - again, angel-devil pairing
      (AP a  +++ [with] prodofief piano concerto, and I simultaneously negative to
      crashes & mediocre performance. One checked the other. Some sleep at [11:]
      not too much deficits for AP next day. Excellent expt. No age regression.
      Certainly repeat.


